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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Name:  ____________________________

Date:  ____________________________

Signature:  ____________________________

Test:  Primary 4 Science (Term 4) - Rosyth (2020)

Points:  80 points

Score: ____________

Select multiple choice answers with a cross or tick:

  Only select one answer

  Can select multiple answers

Question 1 of 58

A) grow

B) breathe

C) respond

D) reproduce
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 2 of 58

Which one of the following shows the correct order when food moves through some parts of
the digestive system?

A)

B)

C)

D)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 3 of 58

Which animal has a pupa as a stage in its life cycle?

A) beetle

B) chicken

C) cockroach

D) grasshopper

Question 4 of 58

A) egg

B) seed

C) adult plant

D) young plant
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 5 of 58

A) soil

B) food

C) water

D) sunlight
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 6 of 58

Which one of the following objects is not made of waterproof material?

A)

B)

C)

D)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 7 of 58

In which one of the following will the two magnets push each other away?

A)

B)

C)

D)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 8 of 58

A)

B)

C)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

D)

Question 9 of 58

Which one of the following is not a source of heat?

A) The Sun

B) A blanket

C) A lighted bulb

D) A candle flame
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 10 of 58

A) light material

B) flexible material

C) poor conductor of heat

D) good conductor of heat
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 11 of 58

A) W

B) X

C) Y

D) Z
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 12 of 58

A) X Y Z
reproduce by seeds frog cockraoch

B) X Y Z
reproduce by spores butterfly chicken

C) X Y Z
reproduce by spores cockroach frog

D) X Y Z
reproduce by seeds chicken butterfly

Question 13 of 58

How is an adult cockroach and its young similar?

A) They can lay eggs.

B) They have eight legs.

C) They have a pair of wings.

D) They have three body parts.
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 14 of 58

A) Stage A represents the adult stage.

B) The mosquito can only fly in stage B.

C) The mosquito does not feed in stage B.

D) Only stages B and C are spent in water.
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 15 of 58

A) E F
chicken cockroach

B) E F
butterfly grasshopper

C) E F
frog cockroach

D) E F
frog mealworm beetle
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 16 of 58

A)                   A                          B
Does it give birth to its young? Does its young resemble the adult?

B)                A                   B
Does it live in water? Does it give birth to its young?

C)                        A                 B
Does it have a 3-stage life cycle? Does it have six legs?

D)                      A                B
Does it have a 4-stage life cycle? Does it live on land?
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 17 of 58

In which of the following stages can the plant reproduce?

A)

B)

C)

D)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 18 of 58

A) presence of air

B) amount of water

C) presence of light

D) number of seeds
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 19 of 58

A) Air was taken in by the seeds.

B) Air was produced by the seeds.

C) Air was taken in by the moist cotton wool.

D) Air was produced by the moist cotton wool.
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 20 of 58

A) A

B) B

C) C

D) D
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 21 of 58

A)

B)
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C)

D)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 22 of 58

A) Mass Volume
same same

B) Mass Volume
different same

C) Mass Volume
different different

D) Mass Volume
same different
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 23 of 58

A) state of substance in syringe X state of substance in syringe Y
gas liquid

B) state of substance in syringe X state of substance in syringe Y
liquid solid

C) state of substance in syringe X state of substance in syringe Y
gas gas

D) state of substance in syringe X state of substance in syringe Y
liquid gas
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 24 of 58

A)

B)
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C)

D)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 25 of 58

A)

B)
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C)

D)
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 26 of 58

A) A puppet made of cardboard.

B) A puppet made of tracing paper.

C) A puppet made of drawing block.

D) A puppet made of clear plastic sheet.
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 27 of 58

A) Temperature of the tap water (oC) Temperature of the red-coloured water (oC)
54 54

B) Temperature of the tap water (oC) Temperature of the red-coloured water (oC)
15 26

C) Temperature of the tap water (oC) Temperature of the red-coloured water (oC)
26 80

D) Temperature of the tap water (oC) Temperature of the red-coloured water (oC)
26 26
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 28 of 58

A) Vicky only

B) Vicky and Joy only

C) Joy and Sally only

D) Sally, Vicky and Joy
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1 ptPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

1 ptPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 29 of 58

 
The caterpillar needs food, _______ and air to stay alive.

Question 30 of 58

 
The caterpillar eats leaves and becomes longer after some time.  
This shows that it can _______.
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3 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 31 of 58

The diagram below shows the young and adult of some organisms. 
Match the young with the correct adult. 

1. [    ] A.

2. [    ] B.

3. [    ] C.

D.
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3 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 32 of 58

Classify the following into matter and non-matter.

1. [    ] Shadow A. Matter

2. [    ] Sugar B. Non-Matter

3. [    ] Heat

Question 33 of 58
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0.5 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 34 of 58

 
 
Identify Part A.
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0.5 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 35 of 58

 
Identify Part B.
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 36 of 58

 
 
State a function of part A. (1 mark) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

1 ptPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 37 of 58

 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.

Question 38 of 58

 
Predict the stage of insect A on the 10th day of their life cycles after the eggs are laid. 
 
Insect A: ______
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1 ptPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 39 of 58

 
Predict the stage of insect B on the 10th day of their life cycles after the eggs are laid. 
 
Insect B: ________
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 40 of 58

 
 
Both insects reproduce by laying many eggs.  
 
Explain why the insects lay many eggs.  (1 mark) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.

Question 41 of 58

Draw and label the life cycle of the grasshopper below. (1 mark) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 42 of 58

State a similarity and difference between the adult grasshopper and its young. (2 marks) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.

Question 43 of 58

Explain why the life cycle is important to the grasshopper. (1 mark) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.

Question 44 of 58

 
State the two processes that the seed undergoes to become a young plant.  
The first letter of the two processes has been given. (2 marks) 
 
Process 1: G________ 
Process 2: G________
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 45 of 58

 

 
 
i) _______ 
ii) _______ 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 46 of 58

 
Which two containers, E, F and G should Andy use to carry out his experiment? Explain your
answer. (2 marks) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 47 of 58

 
Based on the set-up above, state why the plants in L were smaller in size. (1 mark) 
 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

1 ptPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 48 of 58

 
 
What could Andy do to the set-up to ensure that all the plants in containers K and L were
similar in size? (1 mark) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.

Question 49 of 58

 
Identify the state of matter for the coffee. 
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1 ptPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

1 ptPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)

Question 50 of 58

 
Look at the statement below. Choose either True or False. 
 
The shape of the coffee changed. 

A) True

B) False

Question 51 of 58

 
Look at the statement below. Choose either True or False. 
 
The volume of the coffee changed.

A) True

B) False
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 52 of 58

 
Choose the correct answer to show whether there was heat gain or heat loss in each item. 

1. [    ] Hot Milo A. Heat Loss

2. [    ] Tap Water B. Heat Gain
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 53 of 58

 

 
 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 54 of 58

 
 
Complete the table to show how Lee Han should carry out his experiment.  
Match the numbers 2 to 5 provided in the list to the steps on the left. The first step has been
done for you.  
 

1. [    ] Using a stopwatch, measure how long it
takes for each of the nails to fall off.

A. 2

2. [    ] Hang the rod using the string over the
bunsen burner.

B. 5

3. [    ] Record the results. C. 4

4. [    ] Light the bunsen burner. D. 3
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 55 of 58

 

 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 56 of 58

 
 
Which one of the water samples, A or B, was more polluted? Give a reason. (1 mark) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.
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0 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 57 of 58

 
Why did Paul set up his experiment in a dark room? (1 mark) 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance.
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2 ptsPrimary 4 Science (Term 4)Question 58 of 58

 
Based on Paul's experiment, choose the correct variables accordingly. 
Match the options below:

1. [    ] The type of water samples used. A. Kept the same

2. [    ] The amount of light that passed through
the water.

B. Measured

3. [    ] The amount of the water samples. C. Changed

4. [    ] Location of the set-ups.


